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SOtM is going to launch the sCLK-OCX10, which is a master clock generator 

that produces a high purity 10 MHz clock signal, it is not just the normal master 

clock, but the high performance master clock that brings the utmost sound 

solutions. 

 

 

 

Key features 
 

Normally the clock signal is an angled square digital signal, but the sCLK-OCX10 produces a 

pure analog sine wave of 10 MHz, and this sinusoidal clock signal is the method applied for the 

best clock product because of the very less noise than the angled square digital clock signal. In 

order to implement this, the sCLK-OCX10 consists of only analog circuit which contains 10 years 

of know-how of SOtM. 

 

 

 

 10.000MHz sine wave clock output 

 All Isolated clock output 

 50Ω(optional75Ω) BNC connector x 4 

 Extremely ultra low phase noise 

 Ultra low regulator circuit 

 Temperature stability : ±2E-9 

 

 

 

http://www.sotm-audio.com/sotmwp/english/portfolio-item/sclk-ocx10/
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Performance  

 

Throughout all bandwidth, the sCLK-OCX10 produces very delicate, smooth and natural sound 

without losing the inherent energy that every instrument has, especially in the mid-low 

bandwidths, it brings very clear and significant improvement which normally can be expected by 

the best analog devices, so with the sCLK-OCX10, you can experience not only music played by a 

system, but the essence and the artistry of the music in heart. And such experiment means the 

absolute improvement that can be only achieved through the SOtM’s technology rather than 

tweaking sound. 

 

Pricing and Availability 

 

The sCLK-OCX10 can be shipped after Lunar New Year ’s holiday, it would be from 19th, Feb. 

Pre order can be taken from 12th, Feb and the MSRP of sCLK-OCX10 is USD3500. 

To bring out the utmost sound quality with 

sCLK-OCX10, we highly recommend using the 

sPS-500 as a power supply and the dCBL-BNC50 

or dCBL-BNC75 as a BNC clock cable, they are 

ready to be served together. 

 

sCLK-OCX10 : USD3500 

sPS-500 : starting from USD500 

dCBL-BNC50(1M) : USD700 

dCBL-BNC75(1M) : USD700 

 

We are also running very special promotional event for the first batch of sCLK-OCX10, and it 

will be around total 100 sets.. Until these 100sets of sCLK-OCX10 would be sold out,  

- the 1 set of sPS-500 will be supplied for every sCLK-OCX10 purchaser. 

- the 1pc of dCBL-BNC50(1M) or 1pc of dCBL-BNC75(1M) can be purchased at USD500 for 

whom purchased sCLK-0CX10. 

 

This special event would be closed once the first batch of sCLK-OCX10 would be sold out 

completely. The price mentioned above is Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price., not including 

VAT nor importing Taxes. 

 

About SOtM  

 

SOtM is a very special brand which can deliver the Soul Of the Music through the cutting edge 

audio technology. SOtM will become the most important partner in your music life. 
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